Transitions
Time Order
after
at (ten o’clock)
during
early in the morning
immediately
last month
next (week)
now
recently
tomorrow
usually
yesterday

afterward
at that moment
during that time
finally
in a few minutes
later (that day)
not long ago
often
to begin with
two hours earlier
when
at last

as soon as
before
earlier
five years later
in the meantime
meanwhile
often
on my way to school
today
until
while eating
then

Continuing a Line of Reasoning
consequently
in the same way
clearly then
it is easy to see that
further

additionally
also
following this
furthermore
besides that

moreover
in light of
pursuing this further
in addition

as
likewise

like
similarly

as opposed to
however
on the other hand
yet

even though
nevertheless
otherwise
but

again
in support of this
to emphasize
specifically

for this reason
least of all
truly
in other words

Comparing
also
in the same way

Contrasting
although
even so
on the contrary
still

Emphasizing a Point
above all
in fact
most of all
with this in mind

Clarifying or Adding Information
again
as well as
for example
furthermore
in particular
next
soon

also
besides
for instance
in addition
in this instance
prior to
starting with

another
equally important
further
in other words
likewise
until
to begin with

afterward
first of all
in the meantime
meanwhile
soon
until

before
following
initially
next
starting with

Showing Order
after
during
immediately
later
prior to
to begin with

Concluding or Summarizing
as a result
due to
in conclusion
last of all
to conclude
to summarize

as you can see
finally
in summary
therefore
to end
indeed

consequently
in closing
last
to close
to sum up
in final analysis

Opening a Paragraph or General Use
admittedly
of course
unquestionably
to be sure
assuredly

certainly
undoubtedly
generally speaking
in general
granted

no doubt
at this level
nobody denies
in this situation
obviously

